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Responsible and
responsive investing
L&G Responsible Exclusions UCITS ETFs

An ETF range designed to invest responsibly in
an ever-changing world
L&G Europe Equity (Responsible Exclusions) UCITS ETF
L&G US Equity (Responsible Exclusions) UCITS ETF

Know your exposure
ESG EXPERTISE
We believe the unique expertise of the
Sustainability Committee that advises the
L&G Responsible Exclusions ETFs will ensure
that they will remain at the forefront of
developments in responsible investing.

PHYSICAL REPLICATION
The L&G Responsible Exclusions ETFs use full
physical replication to offer investors direct
exposure to their underlying assets.

MARKET EXPOSURE
The L&G Responsible Exclusions ETFs offer
broad market exposure, a high expected
correlation to their underlying equity markets
and are weighted by market capitalisation.

Our approach offers a dynamic output
The challenges of tomorrow remain unknown…How can we prepare for them?

The innovative design of the index is ready to
respond to present and future challenges.

Motivate companies to react
Dynamic responsiveness
Active engagement
Give voice to shareholder
Fixed exclusion rules
Capture new challenges

OUR
APPROACHES

STATIC
APPROACHES
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Raising the bar by being
responsible and responsive
Key features
• Investments guided by an expert
advisory Sustainability Committee to
exclude companies engaged in
irresponsible practices
• Dynamic criteria for exclusion candidates
reflect independent expert consensus
and fast-moving changes in the market’s
definition of responsibility standards
• Transparent in our methodology through
full visibility of portfolio and offering
investors the opportunity to engage
the committee
• Market exposure maintained and high
expected correlation to underlying
equity beta
• UCITS compliant

Despite the widespread interest in
the integration of environmental,
social, and governance (ESG)
considerations into portfolios, there
is still a lack of consensus on how
to approach responsible investing.
This is in part because markets, business models,
consumer and investor expectations, and awareness of
new issues – such as micro plastics or new corporate
scandals – are always evolving. Responsible investing
must therefore be responsive to these changes.
Clients who want responsibility to be at the heart of
their investment process may therefore benefit from a
dynamic approach. As well as excluding companies that
become less responsible – assessed by criteria such
as their carbon intensity, violations of the UN Global
Compact, and many others – a dynamic approach can
recognise that companies can become more responsible
over time. Static screens may miss recognising those
that improve in this way as they cannot add new criteria
or consider new areas as new concerns arise.
A dynamic process can also improve an investment
strategy’s risk/return profile by minimising exposure
to companies that are likely to face longer-term
challenges, from more stringent regulation, consumer
boycotts, environmental hazards, and countless other
sources of scrutiny.

For more information,
visit: lgimetf.com
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A dynamic responsible process
in action
The L&G Responsible Exclusions
ETFs are guided by an expert
advisory Sustainability Committee
to embed precisely this dynamism
in their portfolios.
The advisory committee actively researches market
developments and monitors companies to aim to identify
those that are engaged in irresponsible behaviour
across traditional industry classifications, which would
otherwise be missed by static or sector-based exclusion
criteria. Through these richer sources of information, the
committee can thus set a higher threshold for inclusion
in its responsible index than static or sector-based
exclusion criteria.
The committee’s members – its current members are
profiled on page six of this brochure – each bring a wealth
of experience to help keep the committee at the forefront
of sustainable investing. They are also able to draw on
major asset owners – such as institutional pension funds
– for greater expertise and to provide transparency into
their thinking by publishing special reports and opinion
articles, as well as the portfolio’s holdings in full.
Moreover, investors and other interested parties are
empowered to engage the committee, providing
feedback and questioning aspects of the strategy.
The committee’s recommendations for exclusion will
be implemented systematically in the portfolio, with a
rules-based methodology that should help manage the
risks of bias and style drift.
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ACTIVE OWNERS
As a responsible asset manager, Legal & General
Investment Management (LGIM) will furthermore engage
the boards of the companies in which the ETFs hold
shares to promote best practices. This active engagement
on ESG issues can help specifically target any companies
that may be flagged by the committee’s ‘watch list’ of
companies at risk of exclusion.
At LGIM, we have a rich history in responsible investing
because we believe well-governed companies, which
treat employees fairly and work to minimise their
environmental impact, are likely to be good investments.
Our credentials include:
• Award-winning Corporate Governance team, with a
20-year track record
• Part of the wider L&G Group, building a better society
for the long term
• Leading provider of ESG solutions to some of the
world’s largest organisations
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Responsible exclusions
Scope and guidelines
The guidelines seek to:

• Make determinations appealing to a large client base
• Unlock the sustainability expertise among the asset
owner community to generate new insights

• Have an impact where the data from ESG research
providers is spurious and limited in quality

Exclusion Guidelines
1 Sector exclusion Tobacco

Blacklist
Consists of stocks identified by the
Foxberry Sustainability Committee

2 Sector exclusion s :
Controversial or inhumane weapons
Thermal coal extraction

Foxberry

3 Substantial coal involvement
(above 25% of revenues)
4 Companies with material
'stranded assets'*
5 The 10 names with the highest
CO2 emission intensity in the
underlying universe
* These are long-term, fossil fuel assets whose economic viability
is increasingly uncertain.

Independent
professionals

Investors

Independent from the Index administrator1
Decision on the list of eligible assets

1. The index administrator is independent to the Foxberry
Sustainability Committee, meaning that these are two
different Committees with different team-members. These
committees treat different matters; the first one focuses on
the maintenance, administration and calculation of the index,
whereas the second one defines the index stocks universe
and exclusion of particular companies.
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The advisory
Sustainability Committee
The current members of the L&G
Responsible Exclusions ETFs’
advisory Sustainability Committee
represent a diverse range of fields
and provide unique insight into
corporate responsibility and
ESG investing.
The committee’s composition may expand and change
over time in order to add deeper expertise and ensure
it remains representative of the investment landscape
and global expectations of responsible investment.

He was the Chairman of Edhec-Risk Institute International
Advisory Board, between 2013-2016. Tomas is also a
frequent speaker at investor meetings around the world.
He was furthermore the Editor of the Anthology; A Decade
of Challenges, A Collection of Essays on Pension and
Investment, where he invited 30 global thought-leaders
in Pension, Investment Management and Corporate
Governance to share their views. Tomas holds a B.A. in
Economics from the University of Stockholm and is also
a holder of CEFA (Certified EFFAS Financial Analyst) and
the Yale SOM-Edhec-Risk Institute Certificate in Risk and
Investment Management.

Gustaf Hagerud, PhD
Tomas Franzen
Tomas has 35 years of experience from various operative
positions within Investment Management.
He joined Foxberry as a senior advisor 2017. For the past
15 years, he was Chief Investment Strategist at the USD
38bn (As at 30 June 2019) Second Swedish National
Pension Fund – AP2. As a member of the Executive
Committee at AP2, Tomas was responsible for guiding
the Board of Trustees and the senior management team in
designing the fund’s Investment Policy since its inception
in 2001. Developing systematic portfolio strategies to
ESG-factors were a part of his responsibilities.
A major overhaul of AP2’s Investment Policy during
these years, left the fund at the cutting edge of
Institutional investing with a well-diversified portfolio
across geographies, asset classes and strategies. Before
joining AP2 he had various positions as an Economist
and Equity strategist with Nordic banks. Alongside his
job position at AP2, Tomas also held a mixture of Board,
Investment Committee and Advisory Board positions.
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Gustaf is CEO of Resscapital AB, and senior advisor at
Foxberry Ltd. In total, Gustaf has 33 years of experience
in the financial industry.
Prior to working at Foxberry and Resscapital, he was
deputy CEO and partner at Kestrel Investment Partners
from 2015 to 2017. Before that, Gustaf was the deputy
CEO of the Swedish public pension fund AP3. AP3 has
investments in global equities, global bonds, hedge
funds, private equity, real estate, forestry, infrastructure,
and insurance-linked securities.
Gustaf worked at AP3 for seven years. Before that, he
worked for 10 years in global tactical asset allocation at
Alecta and AP1. Prior to that, he held positions at Nordea
and Swedbank as a trader of fixed-income instruments,
equities, and foreign exchange. Gustaf holds a PhD in
Finance from the Stockholm School of Economics,
an MA in Economics from the University of British
Columbia, and a BA in Economics from the University
of Stockholm. Gustaf has extensive experience of
sustainable investments. At AP3, he was responsible
for integrating ESG factors into the investment process
across all asset classes and sub-portfolios of the fund. He
was also the co-author of AP3’s sustainability strategy.
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Vesa Syrjäläinen
Vesa works as a responsible investment analyst at Varma
Mutual Pension Insurance Company, where he develops
responsible investments across all asset classes.
In 2019, Varma received the highest possible score of A+
for its responsible investment strategy and governance
in an assessment by the UN’s Principles for Responsible
Investment. Varma signed the UN’s Principles for
Responsible Investment in 2011, and in 2016 became
the first Finnish pension company to publish a climate
policy, which details its efforts to achieve a lowercarbon portfolio. Vesa holds an MSc in Finance from the
University of Vaasa, and he is a CFA Charterholder.

David Sahlin - Chairman
David is chairman and director of Foxberry Ltd. He
brings 18 years of experience from the investmentbanking industry in London across a range of frontoffice functions.
Before joining Foxberry, David was head of investor
solutions sales for EMEA and Nordic head of global
markets sales at Nomura. He was a managing director
and part of the European equities executive committee
and the global markets global leadership committee.
David has held different front-office positions in
derivatives and research at J.P. Morgan, Credit Suisse,
and Goldman Sachs. David holds an MSc in Physics and
an MSc in Business Administration and Economics from
Stockholm University.

The process
Caroline Ramscar
Caroline is Head of Sustainable Solutions, a role created
to develop Legal & General Investment Management’s
sustainable strategy. She is responsible for engaging
clients on sustainability and the development of
responsible investment solutions in conjunction with
LGIM’s award-winning Corporate Governance team,
which has a 20-year track record.
Caroline joined LGIM in September 2013, initially working
with Legal & General Group on its business initiatives
with LGIM. She previously worked for Financial Risk
Management, where she was head of relationship
management, responsible for product launches as well
as changes to the wider business. Caroline worked in
prime brokerage at UBS, where she coordinated hedgefund launches. She started her career in the finance
division of Goldman Sachs. Caroline has a degree
in International Management and French from the
University of Bath. As part of her degree, she worked for
a year at Barclays in Paris.

Sustainability Committee

• Independent Committee convened by Foxberry
The meetings

• Four ordinary meetings per annum
• Ad hoc meetings may be convened if required
Committee members

• Members can join the Committee on an

individual basis as an “Individual member”,
or on an organisational basis as an
“Organisational member”

Decisions
Determinations on the exclusion list
are made based on

• Terms of reference, and
• Exclusion guidelines
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Index and weighting methodology
Index methodology
The L&G Responsible Exclusions UCITS ETFs screen for
potential investment opportunities by taking into account
ESG factors. They allocate assets into companies with
high sustainability factor scores that are incentivised to
improve their sustainability ratings.
The Foxberry Sustainability Consensus Total Return
indices differentiate themselves from indices based on
static exclusion screens with their consensus approach,
using the combined expertise of the Sustainability
Committee and stakeholders. The Sustainability
Committee determines a list of stocks for exclusion after
reviewing them with its exclusion guidelines. This
approach allows it to increase its impact by unlocking the
sustainability expertise among the asset-owner
community. It also enables a dynamic investment process
responsive to new sustainability considerations, which is
essential where the data from sustainability research
providers is erratic or limited in quality or scope.
The selection of stocks is conducted by verifying all
eligible stocks provided by the Sustainability Committee
for consideration. The Index Administrator reviews the
eligible stocks to ensure the objective of the index is not
at risk of being violated.

Weighting methodology
The index offers exposure to stocks of all market
capitalisations listed on an eligible exchange. The net
total return index is rebalanced on a quarterly basis. It is
weighted according to its constituents’ free-float market
capitalisation, subject to a 20% maximum weight per

Index Universe
Sustainability Committee

Whitelisted stocks for inclusion
Blacklisted stocks for exclusion

Index Administrator

Size and Liquidity screening
– Market capitalisation selection
– Minimum liquidity threshold

Stocks breaching the Exclusion Guidelines

Foxberry Sustainable Consensus Index

Index Constituents
– Weighted based on free float adjusted
market capitalisation
– 20% maximum weight per constituent
– UCITS Eligible

stock at the point of rebalance.

L&G Responsible Exclusions UCITS ETFs
For more information about the index, visit:
https://www.foxberry.com/#home
ETF listed on multiple exchanges
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Current Responsible
Exclusions ETF range
L&G Europe Equity (Responsible Exclusions) UCITS ETF
Fund Name

L&G Europe Equity
(Responsible Exclusions) UCITS ETF

Domicile

Ireland

TER (%)

0.16

Benchmark

Foxberry Sustainability Consensus
Europe Total Return Index

Base Currency

EUR

Replication

Physical – Full replication

Distribution

Accumulating

Listings and Tickers:

London Stock Exchange –
RIEU (EUR), RIEG (GBp)
Deutsche Börse - DELF (EUR)
Borsa Italiana - RIEU (EUR)

Issuer

Legal & General UCITS ETF Plc

Promoter

Legal & General Investment
Management Limited

ISIN Code

IE00BKLTRN76

UCITS Compliant

Yes

L&G US Equity (Responsible Exclusions) UCITS ETF
Fund Name
Benchmark

Listings and Tickers:

L&G US Equity
(Responsible Exclusions) UCITS ETF
Foxberry Sustainability Consensus US
Total Return Index
London Stock Exchange –
RIUS (US), RIUG (GBp)
Deutsche Börse - DELG (EUR)
Borsa Italiana - RIUS (EUR)

ISIN Code

IE00BKLWY790

UCITS Compliant

Yes

Domicile

Ireland

TER (%)

0.12

Base Currency

USD

Replication

Physical – Full replication

Distribution

Accumulating

Issuer

Legal & General UCITS ETF Plc

Promoter

Legal & General Investment
Management Limited

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is
not guaranteed and can go down as well as up. You may not
get back the amount you originally invested.
Secondary Market
The shares of these exchange-traded UCITS funds are
publicly admitted to trading on the secondary markets of the
stock exchanges detailed in the Product Information table.
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Index performance
Foxberry Sustainability Consensus Europe Total Return Index
Historical Backtested Performance
Rebased 100 = March 2016
160
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Mar-19

Foxberry Sustainability Consensus Europe Total Return Index

Mar-20

Mar-21

STOXX Europe 600 Net Return Index EUR

Source: Bloomberg

Indices

1 year

3 years

5 years

Volatility

Sharpe Ratio

Foxberry Sustainability Consensus Europe Total Return Index

37.32%

27.82%

48.83%

16.37%

0.55

STOXX Europe 600 Net Return Index EUR

36.95%

25.21%

45.40%

16.48%

0.51

Annual index performance

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021*

Foxberry Sustainability Consensus Europe Total Return Index 1.42%

2016

10.77%

-11.64%

27.61%

0.62%

7.93%

STOXX Europe 600 (Net Return) EUR

10.58%

-10.77%

26.82%

-1.99%

8.20%

1.73%

All returns, correlations and volatilities are based on data in EUR. Dates are from 31 March 2016 to 31 March 2021 unless otherwise stated. Sharpe
ratios are based on 5 year annualised returns, 5 year annualised volatility and a risk free rate of -0.69% (average of German 5yr rates over 1 year).
The Foxberry index was launched on 29 August 2019. In the period prior to that, the index values were simulated and were based on back-tested data.
Simulated past performance data does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as an indication of actual or future performance.
The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; you may not get back the amount you
originally invested.

Learn more
To learn more about the L&G Responsible Exclusions
UCITS ETFs, visit www.lgimetf.com
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Index performance
Foxberry Sustainability Consensus US Total Return Index
Historical Backtested Performance
Rebased 100 = March 2016
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Foxberry Sustainability Consensus US Total Return Index

Mar-21

S&P 500 NTR Index

Source: Bloomberg

Indices

1 year

3 years

5 years

Volatility

Sharpe Ratio

Foxberry Sustainability Consensus US Total Return Index

59.59%

68.18%

121.02%

19.01%

0.88

S&P 500 NTR Index

55.56%

56.56%

106.56%

18.79%

0.81

Annual index performance

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021*

Foxberry Sustainability Consensus US Total Return Index

10.15%

20.35%

-4.38%

33.30%

25.36%

4.55%

S&P 500 NTR Index

11.74%

20.55%

-4.94%

30.70%

17.75%

6.05%

All returns, correlations and volatilities are based on data in USD.
Dates are from 31 March 2016 to 31 March 2021, unless otherwise stated. Sharpe ratios are based on 5 year annualised returns, 5 year annualised
volatility and a risk free rate of 0.4% (average of US 5yr rates over 1 year).
The Foxberry index was launched on 29 August 2019. In the period prior to that, the index values were simulated and were based on back-tested data.
Simulated past performance data does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as an indication of actual or future performance.
The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; you may not get back the amount you
originally invested.

ETFs Powered by
Legal & General
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Contact us
For further information about LGIM, please visit www.lgimetf.com or contact your usual LGIM representative.

Important information
The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as
up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested.
Past performance is not a guide to the future.
In the United Kingdom and outside the European Economic Area, it is issued by Legal & General
Investment Management Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, No.
119272. Registered in England and Wales No. 02091894 with registered office at One Coleman Street,
London, EC2R 5AA.
In the European Economic Area, it is issued by LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited, authorised by the
Central Bank of Ireland as a UCITS management company (pursuant to European Communities
(Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations, 2011 (S.I. No. 352 of
2011), as amended) and as an alternative investment fund manager with “top up” permissions which
enable the firm to carry out certain additional MiFID investment services (pursuant to the European
Union (Alternative Investment Fund Managers) Regulations 2013 (S.I. No. 257 of 2013), as amended).
Registered in Ireland with the Companies Registration Office (No. 609677). Registered Office: 70 Sir John
Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin, 2, Ireland. Regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (No. C173733).
LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited operates a branch network in the European Economic Area, which is
subject to supervision by the Central Bank of Ireland. In Italy, the branch office of LGIM Managers
(Europe) Limited is subject to limited supervision by the Commissione Nazionale per le società e la
Borsa (“CONSOB”) and is registered with Banca d’Italia (no. 23978.0) with registered office at Via Uberto
Visconti di Modrone, 15, 20122 Milan, (Companies’ Register no. MI - 2557936). In Germany, the branch
office of LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited is subject to limited supervision by the German Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority (“BaFin”). In the Netherlands, the branch office of LGIM Managers
(Europe) Limited is subject to limited supervision by the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets
(“AFM“) and it is included in the register held by the AFM and registered with the trade register of the
Chamber of Commerce under number 74481231.
Details about the full extent of our relevant authorisations and permissions are available from us upon
request. For further information on our products (including the product prospectuses), please visit our
website. .
We are a member of the Irish Funds Association.
All features described in this factsheet are those current at the time of publication and may be changed
in the future. Nothing in this factsheet should be construed as advice and it is therefore not a
recommendation to buy or sell securities. If in doubt about the suitability of this product, you should
seek professional advice. Copies of the prospectus, key investor information document, annual and
semi-annual reports & accounts are available free of charge on request or at www.lgimetf.com.
This document is only directed at investors resident in jurisdictions where our funds are registered for sale.
It is not an offer or invitation to persons outside of those jurisdictions. We reserve the right to reject any
applications from outside of such jurisdictions.
© 2021 Legal & General Investment Management Limited. All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying and recording,
without the written permission of the publishers.
Foxberry Ltd, nor any of their respective affiliates (collectively, the “Index Parties”) makes any representation
or warranty, express or implied, to investors in the Funds or any member of the public regarding the
advisability of investing in financial products generally or in the Funds particularly or the ability of the Index
or any sub-indices thereto (individually and collectively, the “Index”) to track general market performance.
The Index Parties have no obligation to take the needs or interests of the Funds or investors in the Funds
into consideration in determining, composing or calculating the Index. The Index Parties have no obligation
or liability in connection with the administration, marketing or trading of the Funds.

